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The thesis and arguments
Your thesis is stated with reasonable clarity, but it is a weak one. It is reasonable and useful to
observe that previously invalid doctrines were the result of context-free, mono-semantic interpre-
tations of scriptural verses. However, you then fail to address any of the difficult questions that
follow from that observation. How much context is enough? Why was an extra-religious, extra-
theological approach necessary to reveal the contextual errors? What if the new interpretations
agree with scientific observation, but have a weaker theological grounding?

Ultimately, you presented a few anecdotal examples, but none that were persuasive. Some of
your examples required not only more indirect and implausible interpretations, but also required
ignoring verses that seemed to conflict with the new interpretation. You never address whether
scripture loses its meaning or potency when its interpretation is increasingly informed by outside
influences (most of all, science).

The writing
Your paper is riddled with passive constructions, making your claims seem weak and uncertain.
Be direct and active in asserting your claims and observations. You exacerbate this problem with
extra verbiage that carries little meaning. You seem, to a certain degree, to be writing to impress,
rather than writing to be clear and convincing.

Items marked on the paper
(1) First, as you may have noticed, there’s far too much passive construction here. Be direct and
clear.

Regarding the content, you’re haphazardly mixing a number of ideas here. Does invaliding
doctrine invalidate the faith? How should one ascertain the truth? Under what circumstances can a
religion adapt? These are substantial questions, but you’re presenting them without any structure,
without clear relationships, and without sufficient context.

(2) The use of simple here reveals a problem with your thesis. If the misunderstanding was
so simple, then why was an external system (science) required to correect it? Could religion
have corrected it without such external help? Moreover, the problem is not merely disagreement
between old doctorine and scientific observation, but the vehemence with which the doctrine is
defended. Your thesis ignores the stubborn opposition that preceeds the updating of doctrine, and
it is that opposition that keeps the misunderstanding from being simple.
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(3) Where is the evidence—the quotes and citations—to support this claim? Just how did the
church (I’m assuming what we now call the Catholic Church) lose power, followers, and validity?
What does it mean to lose validity, and to whom or in what specific manner did the church lose
it? You cannot make claims like this one without support; otherwise, it seems just convenient
conjecture.

(4) The question you raise—how such disparate beliefs came to exist—is not the only nor the
most obvious question that would follow from your previous statements. The reader now has
no motivation. Why should the reader care about the origin of these conflicting ideas? You’ve
provided neither motivation nor an intended path by which you plan to examine this question, thus
leaving the reader disoriented.

(5) A skeptic could argue persuasively that it is a stretch to equate the “four corners” with the
four directions on a compass. This argument would be interpreted by some as excuse-making for
scripture written at a time and within a culture that had a poor model of the Earth’s structure. That
we have two-dimensional navigation system that yields four directions is meaningless coincidence.

(6) A contrary view—one that you fail to address—is that the Bible is so extensive that it can, by
careful selection of verses, be made to support nearly any assertion. Claiming that science merely
refines scriptural interpretation is, by this skeptical view, to ignore that the new interpretations now
become meaningless. You must, as an author, anticipate and address this type of objection.

(7) So what is the context for this quote? How do I know that you are not also using a quote
out of context to support a conclusion that you hope to reach? Isn’t this exactly how demonstrably
incorrect doctrines were created?

Grade: C+
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